
Written Public Comment
Provided for the February 16, 2023 Meeting
of the Los Angeles County Sheriff Civilian Oversight
Commission as of 2/16/2023 at 5:00pm.

To submit written public comment for the official meeting record, 
complete the form at https://bit.ly/39QQIC8 For any questions, 
please email cocnotify@coc.lacounty.gov or call (213) 253-5678.
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https://bit.ly/39QQIC8


Item or 
Topic 

Provide your public comment below. Please do not share any sensitive personally 
identifiable information because this comment will be made public as part of the 
official meeting record. 

Name 

Budget I am suggesting that LASD spend more money on "Community Policing", and less money 
on groups like "OSS".  Bring back "Community Academies". 

Robert Ray 

2c, 2e  3a, 
3b  4. 

Brown Lives Matter Bown Lives Matter Brown Lives Matter Black Lives Matter Black 
Lives Matter Black Lives Matter  
FTP FTP FTP FTP!!! 
 
Good afternoon 
On item 2c the public needs to know the finding and investigation of the Inspector 
General in regard to the continued threat of LASD GANGS!!!!!  An article was just 
published last week that a deputy filed a lawsuit because once again the East Los 
Angeles gang member station wanted to recruit this particular deputy and refused! 
People feel the same way! it seems that you are purposely giving this organization more 
and more money to do the same thing over and over again! This LASD gang member 
organization has not learned anything from Rodney King George Floyd and now Tyre 
Nichols! we are taxpayers are getting tired of the gang affiliation and killing of LASD 
deputy gangs because they are always afraid for their lives, but they have the guns the 
pepper spray et.,  
Come out with the report fire and decertify those want to be gang member and that's it! 
why is it that the next big thing had to always come out to realize that this organization 
needs to change or abolish it! find alternatives to policing!!! get the report out and tell 
the public how many active or former gang members are a part of LASD gangs!  
 
2e 
What is the update focusing on? the list of gang members patrolling our streets and 
violating constitutional rights plus the killing of mentally ill and the unarm!  
or is this organization going to finally stop flying their helicopters! for years I have said 
why is it that they fly their helicopters so much! who authorize this and what is the 
purpose of flying a helicopter! is this what the update is? or is it that they need more 
money to kill more innocent people because this gang is afraid of anything!  
The ordinary citizen who helps kkkops who are sometimes overpowered by actual killers 
jump to the rescue without thinking twice about risking their lives whether there is a 
gun present or a knife or a piece of metal! what is going on! if an ordinary citizen can 
jump to rescue a kkkop, why is it that mentally ill people and individuals with any 
unlethal weapon get killed because this is the way this gang is trained, and they are train 
like this all over the USA like in the Tyre Nichols case! Is the update going to be that they 
will start patrolling on bicycles without any lethal weapons, no guns and tasers? what is 
the update are they closing down? are they going to stop making traffic stops, because 
this gang should stop doing traffic stops! Did we finally find alternatives to Kkkops 
policing! let us know what the update is?! 
 
3a 
The LASD gang organization should be held accountable for every tax dollar they mis 
use! I have said many times and continue to say it! only work on public safety issue! stop 
patrolling our streets! stop targeting individuals, harassing individuals, violating 
constitutional right of individuals, no more traffic stops! only concentrate on public 
safety issue! as public servants they have not learned that most of the public do not 
want police around! why because we know that police lie, kill, cheat, and their 
corruption is worse that an actual criminal!  
The people are tired of paying the lawsuits this gang organization initiates! it's time that 

EJame 
Medal 



it comes out of the budget you so freely give them! people are tired of the same thing 
day in and day out! most people don't need kkkops! I don't know how else to say it!  
 
Are you cutting LASD budget to focus on alternatives? what is going on? there is a point 
where you must start making this organization pay for whatever a gang deputy does! or 
a detective or a special unit gang member!  
 
3b 
confinement of people will never work! this society is slowly increasing that people 
again will get tired of the same barbaric punishment that has never and will never 
change anyone nor control a society! again, this organization needs to come up with 
alternatives to confinement. 

 Los 
Angeles 
County 
Sheriff’s 
Department 
Update 

Last week, the L.A. Times release an article entitled "New deputy 'gang' forming in L.A. 
County Sheriff's Department, lawsuit alleges." Significantly, according to a 2021 RAND 
Corporation report regarding deputy gangs, which interviewed community members, 
“When we asked participants how subgroups affect the community, most said that the 
impact would be negative, and the majority said that it led to lack of trust in or fear of 
law enforcement” (RAND 61). The fact that community members actively fear deputy 
gangs demonstrates that deputy gang members practice a warrior type of policing that 
doesn't focus on protecting community members’ rights but violating them. Deputy 
gangs must be stopped. Our communities deserve better. 

Bianca 
Torres 
Murray 

LASD Gangs The LASD is an organization of violent gangs that go out and murder people for tattoos. 
The  

Andrew 
Graebner  

LASD Gangs (continued because I accidentally sent the comment early) Policing is VIOLENCE against 
our communities and the LASD and all police must be abolished 

 

public 
comment  

At today's meeting, all I heard was excuse after excuse from this sheriff.  
 
It’s terrifying when he tells us that Mike Moore is a good friend after addressing taser 
questions from the commissioners... when LAPD just tased someone to death. If y’all 
haven’t noticed the LASD & LAPD were having some sort of competition in January of 
who could kill the most people. It’s disgusting. Then to sit here & say well there aren’t 
always mental health resources available when we’re attacking community members 
experiencing mental health crises? It falls really flat & gives the impression that nothing 
will change in LASD. 
 
Please give the option to take public comment via Webex as well as in-person. In-person 
is not accessible for all and folks rearrange their work schedules to listen to the meeting 
virtually, it wouldn't add that much time to the meeting to take virtual comment 

MJ King 
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